THE TOOL TO MEASURE YOUR AGRICULTURAL SURFACES

**MEO-AgriPractice**: a decision support tool that makes it possible to observe, evaluate and act on the sensitivity of agricultural areas to erosion risks by evaluating intra-annual variations in the sensitivity of plots to risks in order to locate and prioritise risk management measures.

### THE SERVICE

**OBSERVE**
- Monitor and locate areas without active vegetation
- Map hedgerows

**EVALUATE**
- Identify and map erosion-prone areas on a monthly basis
- Characterise hedgerows

**ANTICIPATE**
- Prioritise areas for new hedgerow establishment
- Adapt management strategies to changing local constraints

### FEATURES
- Indicators: cartographic and statistical
- Format: web application, raster, vector, flow
- Update frequency: monthly
- Scale: local to regional
- Source data: satellite data, local data

### WHO IS IT FOR?
- Local authorities
- Chambers of Agriculture
- Agricultural cooperatives
- Land managers and developers

### CONTACT
Phone: +33 6 85 13 64 84
Email: contact@meoss.net
www.meoss.net/ | www.linkedin.com/company/meoss